NEI MEMBERSHIP

Combining Practical Education With Practice-Based Tools

Point-of-Care Tools
Online Education
Discounts on Live Events

888.535.5600  www.neiglobal.com
NEI Membership gives you exclusive access to practical point-of-care resources, an extensive library of online content, and significant discounts on registration to our annual conferences, all designed to help you stay cutting-edge in your clinical practice.

- NEI Prescribe App
- Master Psychopharmacology Program
- Patient education materials
- Stahl's Essential Psychopharmacology, Video Edition
- Discounts on registration to live conferences
- Encore Presentations from live conferences
- Regular psychiatric news updates
- 24 MOC self-assessment credits
- Teaching slides and resources
- Hundreds of CME/CE credits

Learn more at nei.global/mbroverview
Point-of-Care Tools

NEI Prescribe

Make informed prescribing decisions at the point of care! NEI Prescribe provides full details and expert tips and pearls for all the psychotropic medications you prescribe.

- 140+ psychiatric medications
- Always up to date
- Filter for drug interactions or side effects
- Dedicated “Child and Adolescent” section

NEI website account required to log in.

Patient Education Materials

Your patients have questions. We can help you answer them. From medication guides to symptom and side effect trackers, NEI’s resources help your patients stay engaged and informed.

- Trusted information
- Print-friendly design
- Easy-to-read layout
- English and Spanish versions
Master Psychopharmacology Program

Broaden and refine your skills in the specialized practice of psychopharmacology! This assessment-based certificate program is self-paced, completely online, and includes up to 28 CME/CE credits and 16 MOC self-assessment credits.

Learn more at nei.global/mpp.

Stahl’s Essential Psychopharmacology, Video Edition

Learn the essentials of psychopharmacology from Dr. Stephen Stahl himself! In Stahl’s Essential Psychopharmacology: Video Edition, Dr. Stahl presents every chapter from his landmark textbook, with fully animated illustrations.

Learn more at nei.global/epvideos.
Registration Discounts and Recorded Presentations

Discounts on Live Events

Our two annual conferences—NEI Congress in the fall and NEI Synapse in the spring—fuse learning, quality, and entertainment into an educational experience that will empower you to provide the best possible care for your patients.

As an NEI Member, you qualify for the lowest possible registration rates!

Encore Presentations

Not able to attend one of our live conferences? As an NEI Member you can watch every presentation on demand—and earn CME/CE credit—from the comfort of your home.

INCLUDES:

- Presentations from NEI Congress, NEI Synapse, and pre-conference workshops
- Archived presentations from past years
- More than 75 CME/CE credits available
Neuroscience Education Institute (NEI) is the preeminent provider of continuing education and practice-based tools for healthcare professionals who treat patients with mental illness. Through our live educational events, point-of-care resources, and extensive library of online educational content, we strive to help clinicians develop, maintain, and increase their skills in the clinical care of their patients.

To take advantage of these resources, become an NEI Member today! Learn more at nei.global/mbroverview.